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Electron acceleration and high-order harmonic generation by an intense short pulse laser in a
magnetic field
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Electron acceleration and short-wavelength radiation generation by an intense, short, linearly polarized laser
pulse in an external magnetic field parallel to that of the light wave is investigated classically. It is found that
enhanced electron acceleration by the laser can occur. After the pulse has passed, much of the energy gained
by the electron is retained in its relativistic cyclotron motion. The electron emits radiation at high harmonics of
the cyclotron frequency until the static magnetic field decays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The appearance of ultraintense (a5eA/mc2>1, whereA
is the vector potential,e and m are the electron charge an
mass, andc is the speed of light! lasers has led to muc
interest in the possibility of electron acceleration and h
monic generation in laser-plasma interactions@1–19#.
Schemes based on laser-induced relativistic effects have
proposed for accelerating electrons to very high energies
for generating very short-wavelength radiation. An electr
in an intense laser pulse can not only reach relativistic qu
speeds, but also be accelerated to such speeds in the dire
of laser propagation by the ponderomotive force at the pu
front. An electron executing relativistic quiver motion ca
emit radiation at high harmonics of the laser frequency. T
total energy an electron can gain or radiate depends stro
on the interaction time of the electron in the laser pulse.

Wagner, Su, and Grobe~WSG! @17# proposed a schem
for accelerating electrons to the relativistic regime with
laser orders of magnitude weaker than that of most o
schemes. Using quantum theory, they showed that wit
laser pulse ofa,0.1 and a static magnetic field of suitab
magnitude and alignment, atomic electrons can be ioni
and accelerated to relativistic speeds. The use of exte
magnetic fields to modify the efficiency of accelerating
electron in vacuum by a focused laser has been consid
earlier by Apollonov and coworkers@20–22# for less intense
lasers. They found that under suitable conditions, the os
lating wave field can be partially masked by the exter
field, so that acceleration takes place in a quasistatic ma
@23# if the focal region is sufficiently long. In the prese
paper, we reexamine the WSG mechanism using a clas
mechanics approach and determine the relativistic elec
dynamics in the laser and a static magnetic field paralle
the wave magnetic field, so that both the wave electric fi
and the ponderomotive field will affect the cyclotron motio
of the electron. It is shown that besides energization by
ponderomotive force, an ionized electron can also gain m
energy if the phase in its cyclotron motion with respect to
laser field oscillation at the instant of ionization is approp
ate. The maximum velocity such an electron can achieve
1063-651X/2002/66~3!/036406~5!/$20.00 66 0364
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well as its dependence on the magnetic field strength foa
,0.1 are investigated. The resulting single-sawtooth pro
in the maximum speedversusmagnetic field curve agree
well with that of WSG@17#, indicating that the physics of the
WSG mechanism is mainly classical. That is, the effect
the atomic potential plays a minor role in the evolution of t
electron motion.

Extending our calculation to higher laser intensitiesa
@0.1), we find that the sawtooth is replaced by a jagg
flat-top profile, and acceleration of an electron to relativis
speeds can now also occur for weaker magnetic fields. M
interestingly, an intense external magnetic field parallel
the laser magnetic field can not only enhance the elec
acceleration, but also lead to retention of much of the ene
gained by the electron from the combined actions of the la
and the magnetic field after the passing of the laser pu
Furthermore, since a considerable part of the electron ac
eration occurs in its circular~cyclotron! motion, the linear
acceleration distance remains very small. Present-day h
intensity magnetic fields are of short duration, but still se
eral orders of magnitude longer than that of the laser pu
Thus, the energized electron left behind by the pulse will s
be inside the magnetic field and continues its relativistic
clotron motion. High harmonics of the electron cyclotro
frequency are thus emitted until the magnetic field deca
The radiation time is then given by the lifetime of the qu
sistatic magnetic field instead of the very short duration o
high-intensity laser pulse.

II. FORMULATION

The equations for the relativistic electron motion in
electromagnetic field can be written as

dt~p2a!52“̃~a•u!, ~1!

dtg5u•] ta, ~2!

wheredt5] t1u•“, a is the vector potential normalized b
mc2/e, u is the electron velocity normalized byc,p5gu is
the normalized electron momentum,g5(12u2)21/2 is the
relativistic factor or normalized energy, the timet is normal-
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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ized byv21, the space coordinates are normalized byk21,
and v and k are the laser frequency and wave number,
spectively. The operator“̃ in Eq. ~2! acts only ona.

We shall assume that the pulse is linearly polarized
the static magnetic field is parallel to the wave magne
field. Accordingly, the vector potential can be written asa
5aL1a0, where aL5 x̂aL(h) is the envelope of the lase
vector potential anda05 x̂B0z is the vector potential of the
static magnetic field. Here,h5z2t is the frame moving
with the laser pulse at nearly the speed of light, andB0

5 ŷB0 is the external magnetic field normalized bymcv/e.
In the one-dimensional case, Eqs.~1! and ~2! yield

gux5a2ai , ~3!

dt~guz!52~B01dhaL!ux , ~4!

dtg52uxdhaL , ~5!

whereai is the vector potential at which the electron is io
ized ~at zero velocity!, and we have noted thataL5aL(h).
Furthermore, we have

g22512ux
22uz

25~12uz
2!/@11~a2ai !

2#, ~6!

and get from Eqs.~3!–~6! the governing equation

dtuz52~12uz
2!~a2ai !

B01~12uz!dhaL

11~a2ai !
2

, ~7!

for the longitudinal motion of the electron.
We consider a Gaussian laser pulse propagating in

atomic gas withaL5a0exp@2(h2z0)
2/L2#cos(h), wherea0 is

the normalized peak amplitude andL is the normalized pulse
width of the laser. An atom is assumed to be ionized wh
the local laser strengthaL exceeds the~normalized! ioniza-
tion potentialI Coul according to the Coulomb-barrier mode
For definitiveness we assume that the trajectory of an ion
electron starts att50 andz50, when the peak of the lase
pulse is at z5z0,0, which is determined by the lase
strength at ionization, or whenai5I Coul. The classical tra-
jectory of the ionized electron is then fully determined
Eq. ~7!, which is highly inhomogeneous and will be solve
numerically.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the normalized e
ergy g of an ionized electron forL5100 and different lase
and magnetic field strengths, as well as that of the lase
ionization: ~a! a050.08, B051.2, ai50.047; ~b! a050.5,
B050.5, ai50.05; and~c! a055, B050.3, ai50.3. One
sees that the electron energy increases under the comb
action of the laser and magnetic fields in a complex osci
tory manner. Besides that by the ponderomotive force,
acceleration also depends sensitively on the phase betw
the laser electric field and the state of the electron in
cyclotron orbit. When the laser pulse eventually overta
the electron, the latter retains a considerable portion of
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gained energy. The energy remains constant as long as
magnetic field is unchanged, as shown in the figures at la
t. That is, the combined effect of the laser and static magn
field leads not only to electron acceleration but also to ret
tion of most of the gained energy after the passing of
pulse. As a result, significant net energy gain by the ioniz
electron is achieved.

Without the static magnetic field, the energy of an ioniz
electron in a planar laser pulse would be

g511~a2ai !
2/2, ~8!

which yields the maximum energygm511(a02ai)
2/2 near

the center of the pulse and the escape energyg f511ai
2/2.

Comparing with Eq.~6!, we see that both of these energi
are far less than that in the presence of the static magn

FIG. 1. The time evolution of the electron energyg for L
5100, ~a! a050.08, B051.2, and ai50.047; ~b! a050.5, B0

50.5, andai50.05; and~c! a055, B050.3, andai50.3.
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field. This is because in the absence of the latter, much of
energy gained in the rising front of the laser pulse is los
the trailing part.

The maximum speedumax5(12gmax
22 )1/2 which an electron

can ever achieve from the combined action of the laser
magnetic fields as a function ofB0 is given by the dotted
curve in Fig. 2, forL5100 anda050.08. One sees that thi
curve is nearly identical to Fig. 1 of WSG@17#, particularly
with respect to the unique sawtoothlike peak atB0;1.2
~with a maximum speed of up to 0.8). This agreemen
expected since for most of its trajectory the electron is
from the parent atom so that the effect of the atomic poten
@17# should be weak. The maximum escape velocity,
tained by examining all possibleai ’s, is given in Fig. 2 by
the solid curve. We see that theB0 dependence has again
sawtoothlike peak.

For higher laser intensities the scenario becomes q
different. Figure 3 is forL5100, and~a! a050.5 and~b!
a055. We see that at higher intensities (a0@0.1) the saw-
tooth profile atB0;1 is replaced by a wide jagged flat-to
profile with its width extending fromB0!1 to B0.1. That
is, in the present scheme, effective acceleration can occu
weaker magnetic fields than that of WSG@17#, as can also
been seen in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c! for B050.5 and 0.3, respec
tively. We note that Figs. 2 and 3 are for optimized ionizati
phases. For the average electron the maximum and es
velocities would be somewhat smaller but of the same or
On the other hand, the trajectories shown in Fig. 1 do
correspond to optimized ionization phases.

The duration of present-day intense magnetic fields
very short but still several orders of magnitude longer th
that of a short laser pulse. Energized electrons left behind
the laser pulse will continue to execute cyclotron motion
the static magnetic field. Their trajectories are given by E
~3! – ~7! with aL50. One can show that the electron orbit
centered atx50 andz52ai /B0, with a gyration radiusr
5(g f /B0)k21. Although the electron has experienced
huge energy increase since its ionization, its actual displa

FIG. 2. The maximum electron velocity~dotted curve! and
maximum escape velocity~solid curve! as functions ofB0, where
L5100 anda050.08.
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ment is confined to a very small region, ensuring that it
mains inside the magnetic field. In the present scheme
electron is energized mainly in its cyclotron motion, so th
the acceleration distance, of the order of the laser wa
length, is much smaller than that in other laser accelera
schemes.

IV. HIGH-HARMONIC GENERATION

WSG @17# also investigated the emission of high harmo
ics by the laser-driven relativistic electrons. In general
relativistic electron gyrating with a frequencyV5c/r emits
radiation at the harmonics of the latter. The radiated pow
per solid angle for thenVth harmonic can be written a
@10,24#

duPn5
\n2V2

2pa
@cot2uJn~n sinu!1uf

2J̇n
2~n sinu!#, ~9!

where a51/137, u is the angle of observation measure
from the normal of the circular orbit, andJn and J̇n are the
nth-order Bessel function and its derivative, respectively.
this process, an appreciable amount of the emitted radia
is in the high-harmonic components. The latter can be, up
the critical frequency, given by

Vc51.5g f
3V, ~10!

FIG. 3. The maximum electron velocity~dotted curve! and
maximum escape velocity~solid curve! as functions ofB0 for L
5100,a050.5 ~a! and 5.0~b!.
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and the total radiated power can be expressed as

P5~2g f
4/3a!~\V2!, ~11!

so that for obtaining radiation at short wavelength and h
power, it is desirable to have a largeg f and smallr. It is of
interest to point out that Eqs.~9! – ~11! are similar to the
formulas describing synchrotron radiation. This is expec
since electrons driven by a circularly polarized, ultrainten
laser radiate in a similar manner as that in a synchrot
@1,10,24#.

In the combined laser–magnetic field scheme discus
here, the radiation will continue for a much longer time af
the passing of the laser pulse since the electrons will c
tinue to gyrate in the static magnetic field until the lat
diminishes. In this case we haveV5(B0 /g f)v. Figure 4
shows the harmonic~n! dependence of the radiated pow
duPn /P as observed atu5p/2, i.e., in the plane of the elec
tron orbit. The other parameters are the same as that for F
1~b! ~dashed curve! and 1~c! ~solid curve!, respectively. We
have as critical frequencyVc5324V527v and radiated
power P5822\v2 for the dashed curve, andVc51.5
3105V5952v and P51.73104\v2 for the solid curve.
The radiation time is now determined by the magnetic fi
lifetime, which at present is at least five orders of magnitu
longer than that of the laser pulse.

FIG. 4. Then dependence of radiated powerduPn /P observed
in the plane of the electron cyclotron orbit (u5p/2). The other
parameters are the same as in Figs. 1~b! ~dashed curve! and 1~c!
~solid curve!, respectively.
c
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V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have considered electron accelera
and high-harmonic generation by an intense short linea
polarized laser pulse in an external magnetic field paralle
that of the light wave. It is shown that an ionized electr
can be strongly energized, and its maximum velocity is o
tained. The sawtooth maximum speed versus magnetic
profile agrees well with that from the quantum theory@17#.
In fact, the other characteristics of the interaction are a
qualitatively similar. Thus the present results show that
acceleration process is mainly classical and the atomic
tential does not significantly contribute to the evolution
the electron motion. The physical mechanism of electron
celeration here also differs from that of Apollonov and c
workers@20–22#, in that here it does not rely on the creatio
of a quasistatic acceleration field and is thus effective
short pulses. We also found that for higher laser intensit
the sawtooth profile is replaced by a flat-top one and elec
acceleration to relativistic speeds can be achieved wit
weaker external magnetic field, which also results in the
tention of much of the gained energy by the electron in
form of cyclotron motion even after the passing of the la
pulse. Thus a very large amount of radiation at short wa
lengths can be produced.

As much of the electron energization is in its cyclotro
motion, the overall space required for the acceleration is o
of the order of the laser wavelength and cyclotron radi
Furthermore, since high-intensity magnetic fields can be
much longer duration than that of the short laser pulse un
consideration here, the total time for high-harmonic gene
tion is given by the lifetime of the magnetic field instead
the laser pulse. Compared to that in existing laser-driven
conventional synchrotron radiation schemes, the energ
electrons here have less kinetic energy but their radia
lifetime is much longer than the laser pulse, and their typi
orbit radius is seven orders of magnitude smaller than tha
a synchrotron. The present process can therefore be usef
an efficient and compact source of synchrotron radiation
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